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Introduction
The following question has been posed by Bing [1] : "Which compact, connected 3-manifolds can be obtained from S3 as follows: Remove a finite collection of mutually exclusive (but perhaps knotted and linking) polyhedral tori T1, T2, * -*, To from S3, and sew them back. " This paper answers that question by showing that every closed, connected, orientable, 3-manifold is obtainable from S3 in the above way. Whereas this fact can now be deduced from general theorems of differential topology, the combinatorial proof given here is direct and elementary; while, in the proof, a study is made of a certain type of homeomorphism of a two dimensional manifold that is of interest in itself. Having obtained the above mentioned result on 3-manifolds, it is then easy to deduce the well known result (Theorem 3) that the combinatorial cobordism group for orientable 3-manifolds is trivial.
Isotopies and homeomorphisms
DEFINITION. Let K be a finite simplicial complex, and let I denote the unit interval. If F0 and F1 are two piecewise linear homeomorphisms mapping K to K, F, is isotopic to F1 if there exists a piecewise linear homeomorphism h: I x K > I x K such that:
(i) h(t x K) = t x K, 0 < t < 1; (i.e., for each t there is a piecewise linear homeomorphism ht: K K such that h(t, k) = (t, ht k)). (ii) ho = Fo, h1 = F1. If K is a simplicial complex, the set of piecewise linear homeomorphisms mapping Kto Kis obviously a group, GK. Let NK be the subset consisting. of all elements of GK that are isotopic to the identity. It is immediately seen that NK is a normal subgroup of GK, and that elements of G .are in the same coset of NK if and only if they are isotopic. morphisms on X in the following way. Let C be a simple closed polygonal path in X. A neighbourhood of C in X is a cylinder, S1 x I. Cut X along C, twist one of the (now free) ends of the cylinder through 2w, and glue together again. We have then 'performed' a homeomorphism of X which leaves X fixed except in a neighbourhood of C. The process is illustrated in Fig. 1 . A piecewise linear homeomorphism of this type will be called a C-homeomorphism.
If p1 and p2 are paths in X, we shall write p1 -, p2 if there exists a sequence of C-homeomorphisms h1, , h. and an element n of Nx, such that nhlh2 * hmip=2.
Since the inverse of a C-homeomorphism is a C-homeomorphism and N, is normal in Gx, "'-'" is an equivalence relation on the set of paths in X. LEMMA 1. If p1 and p2 are simple closed polygonal paths in X, such that p1 and p2 intersect in just one point, then p1 C p2 PROOF. Let h1 be a C-homeomorphism using p2 as C. If p1 and p2 intersect at point w, hp1 is, in effect, a copy of p1 broken at w with a copy of C inserted at the break. Thus hpi is as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Now take C2 as a simple closed polygonal path in a neighbourhood of p1 (see Fig.  2(b) ). If h2 is a C-homeomorphism using C2 as C, then h2h1p, is as shown in Fig. 2 This follows immediately from the lemma and the fact that "c'" is an equivalence relation. LEMMA 2. Let p and q be simple closed polygonal paths in X, and Y be any neighbourhood of q in X. Then there exists a path p* such that P -c p*, m* n (X-Y)czp n (X-Y), and p* either does not meet q, or meets q precisely twice with zero algebraic intersection. (This last statement is significant, as X is orientable).
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the number of points of intersection, r say, of p and q. If r = 1, by Lemma 1, p -c q, and there is an element n e Nx such that nq c Y, but that nq does not meet q. We then take p* as nq. If r = 2, and p can be oriented so that p has mutually different directions, with respect to an orientation of q, at the two points of p n q, then the lemma is trivial. Thus suppose the lemma is true for all paths p and q with r < k, and suppose we are given a p and q with r = k.
Orient p and q: Case 1. Suppose that at two points a and , of p n q, which are adjacent on q, p is oriented in the same direction at a as it is at 3 with respect to the orientation of q. Let p1 be a closed polygonal path starting at a point A in a neighbourhood of a (A e Y), proceeding along near p (without intersecting p) to a point B in a neighbourhood of 3 (B e Y) and returning to A so that BA is contained in Y, and BA meets p and q at one point each (see Fig. 3 ). By Lemma 1, p -, p1, and p1 n q contains less than k points.
There is an n E Nx such that npl n (x-Y) c p n (x-Y) and that np, n q has less than k points. The induction hypothesis now implies the existence of a p* such that p* -c np, -c p, p* having the required properties. Apply the lemma to p, q1 and Y1 to obtain a path p1 such that p1 meets q1 at most twice and p1 -, P. Now apply the lemma to p1, q2 and Y2, to obtain p2 such that p2 meets q2 at most twice and p2-p-, P. As p2n(X-Y2) c p1in(X-Y2) and q1cX-Y2, p2 meets q1 at most twice.
Continuing in this way we obtain a pI such that p -p pn and pI meets each qi at most twice. Then either pI has the correct properties for p*, or pI meets some qj once only. In this case by Lemma 1, pI -, qj, and qj '-c i* where p* meets no qi.
We shall now take X as a closed, connected, combinatorial, orientable 2-manifold, which we think of as a sphere with handles. X has many representations as a sphere with handles, but we shall assume that one (any one) particular such representation is given. Consider a typical handle as shown in Fig. 7 , with polygonal paths q,, qHa and q, as shown. We shall say that a path p does not 'meet the handle' if it does not intersect qu, and that a path not meeting the handle 'goes through the handle' if it intersects q, an odd number of times. PROOF. Let q1, ..., q, be a set of disjoint closed polygonal path? on X such that, for each handle of X, some qi goes around the handle as does qua in Fig. 7 , and another qi goes around the 'base of the handle' as does qb in Fig. 7 . The corollary to Lemma 2 implies that p -,pi1 where p1 either does not meet qi, or meets qi twice, but is then going in opposite directions at each of these two points.
Consider a typical handle of X (see Fig. 7 ). If p1 meets the handle, it cuts qu , twists around the handle cutting qua twice only, and then cuts qO6 and is away from the handle in question. There is then an n1 E N, such that nip, does not meet q1, and nl leaves X fixed in the complement of the handle. (The existence of such an n1 can be demonstrated as follows: If P, cuts q, at points A and B, let 1 and m be the paths in the handle starting at A, continuing along p1 to B, and returning to A along one of the segments BA of q,,. Either 1 or m must bound a disc in the handle, and using such a disc it is easy to construct n1.) A precisely similar argument applied to each handle in turn leads to a sequence of elements of Nx, which maps p to a path p*. which meets no qua. THEOREM 1. Any piecewise linear, orientation preserving, homeomorphism h, of a closed, connected, orientable, combinatorial 2-manifold X, is isotopic to the product of a sequence of C-homeomorphisms. (Thus the isotopy classes of C-homeomorphisms, together with the class of an orientation reversing homeomorphism, generate Lx.)
PROOF. Let Pt, P2, -, Pr be paths, one around each handle of X, each pi going around its handle as does qua in Fig. 7 .
Induction hypothesis X(t): There exists a sequence of C-homeomorphisms with product s, and an n E Nx such that nshp, = pi for i < t _ r.
X(O) is trivially true, so inductively we assume X(t) to be true. Then, by Lemma 3, nshp, ma p* where p*. meets none of the handles of X. Thus there is a product of C-homeomorphisms s, and an nu c N, such that nislnshp,+,= p*, and a brief examination of the proof of Lemma 3 shows that n1 and s1 can be chosen so that nlslnshp, = pi for i _ t. Now, since Pt+i is not homologous to zero in X, neither is p* . pm is on the 'sphere part' of X. p,. divides this sphere into two components, but, as p*. does not bound in X, at least one handle must connect these two components; thus, pm must go through some of the handles of X. Since Pt,1 is not homologous to any combination of the pi for i _ t, neither is p,*, so p* must go through some handle H, not containing a pi for i ? t. The corollary to Lemma 1, applied to the sequence of paths p*, 1, m, Pt+, shown in Fig. 8 , implies that P* -Pt-+i. Thus there is a product of C-homeomorphisms 82 and an n2 E N, such that n2s2p* = Pt+i, and once again s2 and n2 can be chosen so that n2s2pi = pi for i < t. Thus n2s2nlsinshpi = pi for i _ t + 1 and, of course, n2s2nlslns = n3s2s1s for some n, C Nx.
We have shown that X(t) implies x(t + 1), and hence x(r) is true. nsh is then (for t = r) a piecewise linear homeomorphism of X, fixed on each pi. By cutting X along each pi, we see that, as nsh is orientation preserving, it is sufficient to prove the following statement +(u): +(u): Let Y be a combinatorial disc from the interior of which the interiors of u combinatorial discs have been removed, and let f be a piecewise linear homeomorphism of Y, f restricted to the boundary of Y being the identity. Then there is a sequence of C-homeomorphisms with product s and an element n of N, which leave Y fixed on its boundary, and such that nsf is the identity map on Y. We show that A(u) implies *(u + 1) if u ? 0. Suppose, then, that we have Y, a disc with u + 1 disc-interiors removed from it, and a homeomorphism f as already described. Let p be a simple polygonal path from a point A belonging to one component of the boundary of Y, to a point B belonging to another such component. We may assume that f is the identity when restricted to small intervals at either end of p, since there is some homeomorphism isotopic to f for which this is so. Thus let f be the identity on p from A to A1 and from Ar to B, and let A2, A,, * -*, Ar, be the points of intersection of p with fp in this order on p. Orient p; fp is then oriented also. Case 1. Suppose fp is oriented in the same direction at A1 and A2 with respect to the orientation of p (see Fig. 9(a) ). Let C1 be a closed polygonal path, as shown, starting near Al, proceeding near to fp to a point near A2, and then back to its starting point in a neighbourhood of p. C1 cuts fp once. If g is a C-homeomorphism using this path C1, gfp is as shown in Fig. 9(b) . There is then an element n C N, such that ngf is the identity on the segment AA2 of p, and ngfp intersects p fewer times than does fp. Fig. 9(a) . Fig. 9 (b ) Fig. 9(a) . Fig. 9(b) .
Case 2. Suppose fp is oriented in different directions at A1 and A2 with respect to the orientation of p (see Fig. 10(a) ). If C2 is a path through A, as shown and g' is a C-homeomorphism for C2, then gfp is as shown in Fig. 10(b) . In this case gfp has the same direction at A1 and A2 with respect to the orientation of p. Thus by a sequence of processes described in Cases 1 and 2, we can find a product of C-homeomorphisms, g1 and an n C N, such that ngif is the identity on the boundary of Y and on p. (n is isotopic to the identity of Y, and the boundary of Y stays fixed under the whole isotopy). Cutting Y along p we obtain a disc from which the interiors of only u discs have been removed. Thus we have shown that +(u) implies that /(u + 1) is true. To finish the proof we need to show that *(0) is true. This is so since any piecewise linear homeomorphism of a disc that is the identity on the boundary is isotopic to the identity, keeping the boundary fixed throughout the isotopy, (for an elementary proof of this see Gugenheim [2, p. 37] ).
4. 3-manifolds THEOREM 2. Any closed, connected, orientable, combinatorial 3-manifold M, is piecewise linearly homeomorphic to S3, the 3-sphere, from which have been removed a finite set of disjoint polyhedral solid tori (i.e., discs x S1) which are sewn back in a different way.
PROOF. M is piecewise linearly homeomorphic to a pair of 3-balls with handles, T, and T2, which are identified by means of a piecewise linear homeomorphism, f, mapping X1, the boundary of T1, to X2, the boundary of T2. We write this as M= T1 Uf T2. This is simply a statement of the classical Heegaard representation of a 3-manifold. As M is orientable, T1 and T2 are orientable, and hence so also are X1 and X2. There is a piecewise linear homeomorphism i such that i: X1-X2andS3 ' T1 U T2,.
We can choose i so that f'-i is orientation preserving. Theorem 1 shows that there is a product g of C-homeomorphisms of X1 to itself, and an element n e Nx1, such that ng = f'i; i.e., fng = i. We can modify T1 in the following way, so as to perform a C-homeomorphism on its boundary X1: Imbed (S' V I) x S1 piecewise linearly in T1, where S1 V I denotes the one point union of [0, 1] with S1 so that 1 E S1, (S' V I is a circle with a whisker), so that 0 x S1 is the given curve C in X1, and (S' V (0, 1]) x S1 is contained in the interior of T1. We cut T, along (S' V I) x S1, twist through 2wc, and glue up again only along I x S1. Fig. 11 illustrates a cross-section of the process. Thus we have performed a C-homeomorphism on X, at the expense of cutting a solid torus out of the interior of T, and having to sew it back differently. We can repeat this for other C-homeomorphisms inserting other toral holes in T1, and we can arrange that these holes be disjoint by taking each imbedding of (S' V I) x S1 in a neighbourhood of X, that is so small that it does not intersect any of the previously inserted holes. Since there is a neighbourhood of X1 in T1 that is piecewise linearly homeomorphic to I x X1, there is a piecewise linear homeomorphism h, of T, to itself, so that h restricted to X1 is n1l. Now modify hT, in the above way to 'perform' the homeomorphism g-1 on X1. We now glue this modified hT, to T2 to obtain M. A point x of X1 regarded as the boundary of the modified hT,, is identified with the point fngx of X2. Thus x is identified with ix. But i is a map such that T, Ui T2 S3, so M is homeomorphic (piecewise linearly) to S3 from which disjoint (polyhedral) solid tori have been removed, and are sewn back differently.
The statement of Theorem 2 does not indicate how the solid tori are to be sewn back into the toral holes in S3, but the proof of the theorem shows that they are all to be sewn back with one specific twist. On the surface of each toral hole we can choose a canonical pair of simple closed curves, that cross once, and such that the first curve bounds in the removed solid torus, and the second bounds in the replaced solid torus. Therefore the process is equivalent to the surgery: Remove from S3 the interior of S1 x D2 (D2 is the 2-disc) and glue a D2 x S1 back into the hole, using the natural homeomorphism between the boundaries of S1 x D2 and D2 x S1. This process is normally called a 'modification' (see, for example, Wallace [3] ) except that in the present theory all imbeddings and homeomorphisms are piecewise linear as opposed to being differential. Using a method similar to one of Wallace, we can immediately prove the following known theorem. THEOREM 3. The combinatorial cobordism group, for orientable 3-manifolds is the trivial group of one element.
PROOF. Let M be any closed, compact, orientable, combinatorial 3-manifold. Let Vbe the bounded 4-manifold S3 X I. By Theorem 2, S3 X 1 can be modified to give M. However, instead of removing an SI x D2 from S3 X 1, we glue a D2 x D2 to S3 X 1. D2 x D2 has boundary (S1 x D2) U (D2 x S'), so we glue the S' x D2 in D2 x D2 to the copy of S' x D2 in S3 X 1. This is done for all the modifications that would change S3 x 1 into M. We finally obtain, in this way a combinatorial 4-manifold W, whose boundary has two components, namely S3 x 0 and M. Thus Mis cobordant with S3, and the theorem is proved.
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